Oxygen-18 incorporation studies of the metabolism of phenytoin to the catechol.
Phenytoin (PHT) is metabolized primarily to 5-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-5-phenylhydantoin (4-HPPH), a 3,4-dihydrodiol metabolite (DHD), and a catechol, 5-(3,4-dihydroxyphenyl)-5-phenylhydantoin (Cat). The objective of the present studies was to determine the mechanism of Cat formation. The experiments were conducted with isolated rat hepatocytes and the 9000g supernatant fraction of mouse liver. Incubations of PHT were done under an 18O2 atmosphere and the incorporation of 18O into 4-HPPH and Cat was determined by mass spectrometry. It was found that the amount of Cat formed relative to the amount of 4-HPPH and DHD formed varied among the enzyme sources employed. However, in all cases, most of Cat formed from PHT contained two atoms of 18O. These results show that PHT is converted to Cat primarily by hydroxylation of 4-HPPH rather than by oxidation of DHD. Cat formation via DHD would add an 16O atom from hydrolysis of a 3,4-epoxide. Only 14-36% of the Cat formed contained one atom of 18O and one atom of 16O. Kinetic studies of Cat formation from 4-HPPH and DHD with rat liver subcellular fractions showed that the Vmax is higher and the Km is an order of magnitude lower with 4-HPPH than with DHD. These data suggest that DHD is only slowly converted to Cat and provide an explanation for the paucity of Cat formation via DHD when PHT is incubated with intact cells.